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with Saudi Arabia and certain U.S.. West German. and

hysterical line that the Third World and especially the

French industrial circles who wish to implement a

Gulf states must join forces with China and NATO

massive development program to secure such a Mideast

against the Soviets. In an interview with the Iranian

peace.

paper KaYhan. Hua raved that "the world should realize

Recently. both Saudi Arabia and a member country of
the United Arab Emirates banned· Freemasonry as a

the common enemy (the Soviet Union) and prepare them
selves to stand against it."

Zionist front.
The

case

of

the

exiled

leader

of

Iran's

Shi'ite

community is elucidating. Ayatollah Khomeiny. who now

Hua on Soviet Imperialism

"It is the Soviet Union which wishes to conquer the

resides in Iraq. is a direct descendant of the reactionary

whole world (which) is now facing its severest threat to

Shi'ite reformer of the 19th century. aI-Afghani. a British

peace." said Hua. claiming that the Soviet Union is

intelligence operative who was secretly not a Shi'ite but

expanding its arms factories in preparation for war. Hua

a member of a

called upon the Third World. including China. "to unite
with the Western countries to face the aggression of the

London-based

Bahai-Masonic lodge

organized by Sir Richard Burton and Wilfred Blunt of the
secret service. It was this "religious" leader and his

Soviet

reformist movement which overthrew the Qajar Dynasty

imperialist country and a superpower . . . but at the

in Iran in the so-called 1905 revolution. through the
manipulation of the reactionary Shi'ite population. Iran

moment the United States is in a defensive position while

was then partitioned into three parts.
It is such an operation' that British

fore at this stage the attention of the Third World must be
intelligence.

centered in a key Scotland Yard department and related

Union."

The

U.S..

Hua

pointed out.

"is an

the Soviet Union is in an aggressive position. and there
drawn to the domineering attitude of the Soviet Union"
evident in their operations over Africa.

Israeli intelligence circles. are using to derail Iran from

Hua's four-day visit to Turkey came only one week

the pro-industrial. pro-Arab policies which the Shah

prior to Turkish Prime Minister Ecevit's first official

recently has espoused.

trip to Moscow. June 21. to sign a "political document" of
friendship and cooperation with the Soviet leadership.
Upon his arrival in Ankara. Hua unsuccessfully tried to
sell the Turks his violent anti-Soviet line and scare them

4. China's Anti-Soviet

off from their

present moves towards political and

economic rapprochement with

Front In The Gulf

the Soviets. While in

Turkey. Hua publicly attacked the Soviets for their

Peking dispatched Chinese Foreign Minister Huang

"aggressive. expansionist and subversive activities in
the Middle East. Africa and other areas in order to en

Hua on a series of visits to Mideast capitals over the last

circle Western Europe" and raved that both Turkey and

week to mobilize an anti-Soviet front in the Gulf region.

China "had the common duty" of resisting the Soviet

extending into Turkey. Hua brought with him offers to

threat

increase the Chinese presence in the area and at the
same time. he urged closer links of the Gulf states with

relations. He also offered to the Turkish government

NATO to challenge the mythical threat of Soviet expan
sionism.
After his warmongering visits to Zaire and Brussels.
Huang Hua visited Turkey. Iran. and Kuwait. in a tour
approvingly described by

the

London

Times

as

a

"Chinese anti-Soviet offensive." In Iran. he put out the

by

establishing

close

political

and

military

Chinese military equipment to make up for the U .S.
imposed

embargo

Minister

Okcun

stressing

that

against

Turkey.

responded
"realism

to

and

Turkish

Hua's
mutual

Foreign

hysterics
trust

by

should

dominate international relations."
Hua is expected to push a similar anti-Soviet position in
the British-dominated Kuwait.

Saddam Hussein Must Stop Israeli Agent Khomeiny
A

U.S. Labor Party Memorandum to the Arab Booth Socialist Party ;

Below is a shortened version of a memorandum issued

It is in the vital interests of the Arab nations. including

June 20 by Criton Zoakos. Director of Intelligence of the

the interests of the present Iraqi and Saudi Arabian
governments. to put a swift end to the present ongoing

U.S.

Labor Party. The full memorandum.

including

discussion of why "the political considerations involved
in prosecuting a Shi'ite religious leader in predominantly
Shi'ite Iraq ...should not be allowed to acquire an anti
religious coloring." due to British manipulation of the
Shi'ite faith which Zoakos documents back into the 19th
century. was printed in New Solidarity on June 23, 1978.
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destabilization operation
government against the

conducted by the Israeli
Shah of Iran. Ironically.

Assistant Secretary General of the Baath Party. Mr.
Saddam

Hussein.

is

presently

better

situated

to

strengthen the position of the Shah of Iran against Israeli
intelligence (Mossad) operations than the Shah himself.
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The Iraqi leadership must bring to trial and silence the
Iranian

Shi'ite leader

Ayatollah

Khomeiny.

who

is

conducting his anti-Shah operations out of Iraq. on the
grounds

that

Khomeiny

is

an

agent

of

That is why it is in the vital interests of the Baathists to
provide flanking support to the Shah of Iran against the
Israeli-directed destabilizations at this time.

Israeli

Profile of Ayatollah Khomeiny

On the issue of Ayatollah Khomeiny: no illusions can

intelligence.
The Iraqi authorities would be aided in their task by a

be entertained at this point on certain painful tasks that

fresh reconsideration of the following set of well-known

remain to be performed to rectify c::ertain unsavory

facts: first. the strategic objectives behind the drive to

British operations that have been carried out against the

destabilize the Shah and. second. the undercover net
works involved in this intelligence war. Unless the

Islamic faith. during the past two-and-a-half centuries.

following points are taken seriously. an overt anti-Arab.
anti-Palestine. Israel-Iran axis will emerge under the

Khomeiny is a phony. We have in our hands accumulated

thin cover of "anticommunism."

In point of fact. the reputed Shi'ite Imam. Ayatollah
evidence pointing to the possibility of his· being con
trolled

First. the strategic objective of the attacks against the

through

by

London's

various

Scottish

control

Rites

points

in

Masonic
Haifa.

lodges,

Tel Aviv.

Shah by the Shi'ite clergy. the so-called Tudeh (Com

Teheran. Qum. and elsewhere. The task of producing the

munist) Party. the Bahai sect. and the Mossad-con

hot, "dead body" evidence still remains the job of the

nected networks inside SAV AK. the Iranian secret ser
vice. is aimed at upsetting the power arrangement which
brought the Shah to power in the 1950s. As is known.
that arrangement was primarily based on the under
standing that the rival pro-American and pro-British
forces in the Iranian elite would share power on a 50-50
basis.
Thus. the pro-American Shah Reza Pahlevi. far from

Iraqi law enforcement authorities. The area of investiga
tion. however. remains clearly circumscribed:
Item One: Since last fall Ayatollah Khomeiny. the

Shi'ite Imam has been continuously fomenting riots
against the Shah. Despite the Shah's repeated efforts at
reconciliation. Khomeiny is assuming a more and more
provocative posture. It can be proven that each time
Khomeiny increases the pressure. a number of other

being the all-powerful autocrat that he is presented to be

simultaneous operations are launched against the Shah.

in the Western press. is in fact prisoner of a financial

These operations bear all the features of coordination.

landowning

oligarchy.

historically

London-oriented.

Item T wo: The network of intelligence specialists in

These oligarchs. mostly associated with the Bahai quasi

volved in these operations includes the Bahai sect net

religious sect. have been the main force behind the

works in numerous Iranian cities. including Teheran and

systematic sabotage of the Shah's various industrial

including the Shah's Court, the Bahai networks in Haifa
and Tel Aviv, and their associates in London through the

development and modernization efforts. Moreover. it is
their tyranny over the economic and political life of the

Scottish Rites Masonic networks and. possibly, a certain

country for which the Shah. impotent in the face of his

department of Scotland Yard. It also probably includes

compromised association with them from 1954 on. takes

Israeli intelligence abroad and such joint Mossad-British

the blame.

intelligence "cutouts" as Robert Swann of the European

The present anti-Shah pressures are designed to upset
the 50-50 arrangement and to give overall policy control
to the forces associated with Israeli intelligence and the
Winston Churchill III-Margaret Thatcher wing of the
Tory party in England. The policy that these forces want
to impose on Iran runs simultaneously on at least the
following levels: first. create a firm anti-Arab. Israel
Iran axis; second. remilitarize CENTO under Iranian
hegemony which. though anti-Soviet in language. will be
aiming at creating Arab-Persian conflicts in the Gulf.
assassinating former Pakistani Prime Minister Bhutto.
destabilizing India and introducing. with the help of
forces allied with Gen. Zia in Pakistan. Chinese forces in

Arab Dialogue and Robert Moss of the Daily Telegraph.
It also includes former CIA circles associated with
James Jesus Angleton, former Middle East desk chief
for the CIA who. in concert with Israeli and British intel
ligence, has been acting as a traitor to United States inte
rests.
Item Three: There is evidence to indicate that the in

tellectual authors of this operation are associated with
certain Masonic networks among the Second Inter
national friends of the Israeli Labor Party around the so
called "Paul-Henri Spaak" circle of NATO. Through the
"Moral Rearmament" crusade. the Red Cross. and asso
ciated personnel. this group is presently studying and

the general Near East area; third. foment a conflict be

developing

tween Iran and Saudi Arabia over oil policy and thus bust

Africa and the Middle East. based on "ethnic. religious.

up OPEC.

and tribal conflicts."

Israeli intelligence is participating in these operations

numerous

destabilization

scenarios

for

A key gamemaster in this network of controllers is the

intensively for the obvious reason that. if these opera

notorious " Arabist" Bernard Lewis of Princeton Univer

tions.meet with success. the immediate result will be that
West German, French. and American industrial inte

sity, one of the most prominent members of 'the "Israel

rests which. along with Soviet forces. have a common

undermine American Middle East policy since President

interest in rapidly industrializing the Arab Middle East
and in upholding the rights of the Palestinian people. will

Carter's decision to sell arms to Arab nations.

be squeezed out of the area and replaced by a combined

and Iraq. Iraq has been extremely vulnerable to intelli

British Tory-Chinese presence.

lobby" in the United States. which has been mobilized to

Item Four: Since the 1975 treaty accords between Iran

Such an eventuality.

gence penetration under the guise of "religious pil

quite apart from its deadly consequences to world peace.

grimage" of Shi'ites and Bahais to the city of Najaf. thus

would put an end to the Arab nations' aspirations for

providing easy and uncontrollable avenues of access be

modernization and industrialization.

tween Khomeiny and Israeli intelligence.
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Your newspaper gives you

only part of the picture...
It leaves you puzzled...
No matter what newspaper
If you don't believe us,

you read, coast to coast -

thum b through

from the Wall Street

a

few

back issues of the

Journal to the Los
Angeles Times -

newspapers you

at best you're only

read, and then

getting parts of the

compare with the
Executive Intelligence

puzzle. And a lot of

Review...

those parts don't even
fit when you try to put the

Which gives you the
facts and analysis you

whole puzzle together.

need to know?

.
Isn't it time you
.
.
subscribed to the Executive Intelllgence Revlew?
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Area

3 months

I am subscribing to the Executive Intelligence Review for the

6 months

1 year

�

following:

--------------------------

D 3 months

u.s., Canada,
Mexico

$125

$225

o

1 year

$400
Name.....................................................

Venezuela,

Address ..................................................

Colombia,

$140

$250

$455

America

$115

$265

$495

Rest of World

$150

$280

$520

Caribbean

o 6 months

Europe, South

City ............... State ............... Zip ...............
Signature ................................................ .
amount enclosed ..........................................

Personal and bulk rates on request.

Make checks payable to:
New Solidarity International Press Service,

G.P.C. Box

1922, New York, N.Y. 10001

$2000 per year·

Special

arrangements

have

been

made with the publ i sher of the In
ternational Journal of Fusion Energy
and F u sion magazine, and all charter
s u b sc ribers to the EIR Daily Energy

Intelligence Bulletin will also receive
a

one year subscription

to

these

periodicals as a bonus.

·The price includes aiynail or first

class postage. Telex or "e xpress mail
can be arranged at additional cost.
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